AFTER   EVEREST
and was " called off" by Mr. Gandhi. For perhaps the
first time in history it was definitely shown that noil-
resistance is the only way to a real victory.
Whatever views one may have as to the rights of the case,
there can be only one opinion as to the supreme rightness
of the methods of the non-resisters as compared with the
traditional methods of governments. Amid the medley of
quaint and sinister which characterizes Indian methods of
thinking, non-violence stands out as a definitely good and
exemplary principle which must command the respect of
all.
Satyagraha,1 as an Indian characteristic, dates from a
very early time. Calamus of Taxila, probably a Buddhist
philosopher, wrote to Alexander the Great: " Our bodies
you may indeed remove from place to place, but our souls "
you will never compel to that which they do not will, any
more than you can compel wood and stone to utter sounds/'
He afterwards burnt himself alive as the preferable alterna-
tive to obeying Alexander's decrees. Buddha himself is
reported to have said 2: " Not by hate is hate destroyed.
If robbers should saw you limb from limb, he who showed
anger would be departing from my way. If you are
attacked with fists, stones, sticks and swords, you must
preserve a loving mind, with no resentment." Ever since
the days, probably nearly five hundred years before Christ, •
when these remarkable teachings were uttered, there have
been many instances of Satyagraha, most of them in indi-
vidual cases. Perhaps the best-known case of this on a
large scale is the self-immolation of the Theban legion
under St. Maurice. Rather than engage in a campaign
they believed to be wrong, they all killed one another.
They could not disobey Cassar, to whom they had sworn
allegiance, nor could they disobey Christ, whose will they
1	Lit. the taking hold of truth, generally used to signify the
submission to violence without retaliation, and sometimes translated
as " non-violence."
2	Dahlke, Buddhist Essays.
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